
 

MERCUREY AUSTRALIA 2011 PRODUCT LIST 
 

OAK TYPES AVAILABLE : 
 

Our traditional products 
TIGHT GRAIN SELECTION :  
Selection of fine grained oak. This is a selection of a number of different forests, principally Allier, Nevers, Chatillon, 
and Fontainebleau. The barrels are a blend of these forests. The blend percentages change slightly year to year, but 
this selection does provide an exceptionally consistent barrel year after year. Minimum of 24 months air-dried 
seasoning in the high rainfall area of the Cote de Bar, Southern Champagne. 
This is our most sought after selection. 

GRAND CRU 3 YEARS (Limited quantity):  
Ultra tight grain. Oak selection is from similar forests to the Tight Grain Selection, but is chosen by the purity of oak, 
both grain and colour of the oak is paramount. The staves are air dried for minimum of 36 months. The stave stacks 
are only stacked with 50% the normal number of staves and restacked top to bottom every 6 months to ensure 
thorough and even seasoning. This is best oak selection possible. 

FOREST SELECTION : 
Forests available : NEVERS, VOSGES, CENTRE OF FRANCE, other forests available on request. 
Minimum 24 months seasoning. $30 extra. 
 

New product development  
TIGHT GRAIN CHALK SELECTION WITH LF TOASTING 
Selection of fine grained oak. This is a selection of a number of forests grown on chalky soil situated in the Othe 
country in the Southern Champagne. Minimum of 24 months air-dried seasoning in the high rainfall area of the Cote 
de Bar, Southern Champagne. This selection is to accompany the new LF toast. 
 

BARREL SPECIFICATION:  
225 LITRES BORDEAUX SHAPE - 228 LITRES BURGUNDY SHAPE - 300 LITRES HOGSHEADS 
400 LITRES - 500 LITRES PUNCHEONS  
Note : 300, 400 and 500 litres barrels are from oak seasoned for a minimum of 36 months. 
 
 
 

TOASTING OPTIONS: 
 

HOUSE TOAST (maison) : Standard long deeply penetrating toast. This is our standard toast and contributes to the 
“House Style” Normally 45 minutes on the fire, depending on air moisture and temperature. 
 

SPECIAL TOAST : A new technique developed over the last 6 years and now available for the Australian market. 
The toasting similar to the House Toast, but the introduction of water at critically defined moments during the toasting 
and bending phase lowers the wood temperature and lessens the impact of the hot fire, while not affecting the 
penetration of the heat into the stave.  
The barrels are less toasty and exhibit cleaner fresher oak aromas and have a fine subtle extract on the palate, ideal 
for fine cool area Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. 
 

GRAND CRU TOASTING : No more confusion as Grand Cru Oak is called 3 Years selection. It is longer and 
slower process than the house toast over a slightly cooler fire. This is only for very concentrated wines that can handle 
oak with real latent power. But with the right wine the results are wonderful. Typically used on Grand Cru Red 
Burgundy, Barossa/McLaren Vale Shiraz, Margaret River Chardonnay, Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon. Can suit a 
variety of wines and styles. 
 

CLL : ( Chauffe Long Légère -long and light toast) This is a new toasting development for the cooperage to 
compliment the Grand Cru oak selection. The CLL toasting has been a long ongoing trial and error process with, 
primarily Domaine Dujac in Morey St Denis. This famous Domaine has a desire for exceptionally light toasting that 
gives virtually no ‘toasty’ and focusing the ‘fresh’ oak characters without the toasty characters. Highlighting the fruit of 
their exceptional terroirs. This toasting needs wine that will age at least 12months in barrel and provides a perfect foil 
to the Grand Cru toasting. Primarily designed for the highest quality Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. Only available in 
228L with GRAND CRU 3 Years oak. 
 

LF : (Light and Fruity) Our new toast, the aim is to combine the freshness and subtlety of the CLL with the fruity 
aromas and length of the ST. Normally preferred for wines ageing less than 12 months in oak. This toast will integrate 
quickly, lift the fruit forward on the nose and palate, and still give the wine good length and structure. Using a medium, 
non smoky flame and regular watering, the toast will be light brown with good wood penetration. This toast will be 
matched with the Chalk forest tight grain selection. 
 

MATCHING ORIGIN AND TOASTING OPTIONS: 
Grand Cru 3 years with CLL toast 
Chalk Selection with LF toast 
 

LASER MARKING : 
High quality laser marking on the head of your barrel is supplied free of charge. Just supply an email copy of the logo 
you require. This can also be used for barrel codes.  
IMPORTANT: once you have ordered individual marking you have to take delivery of the barrels you have ordered. 


